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WHO ARE WE?
AND WHY ARE WE NOT WHO WE WERE?
FOREIGN POLICY
VIEWS FROM A CENTURY GONE WRONG, 1914-2014
PREFACE
Whereas in theory Islam claims to be compatible
with the Christian West, in practice it provides a
legal, philosophic and religious platform from which
disaffected extremists can launch attacks upon their
chosen targets. These attacks may take the form of
sudden and violent jihad against civilian or government
targets; or less visible and more sustained force
against commercial, educational, religious, electoral
and bureaucratic institutions.
We must view the past century 1914-2014 in
its entirety, its accomplishments and failures and its
promises and threats. For instance, we can cite our
continuing technological superiority as a protection
for ourselves and deterrent to others, but it has
been shown that we have no monopoly on new weapons,
targets and ways of waging war.
Only a century ago the first mobile and armored
tanks began to replace horse cavalry in the ritualized

To look at our world today and to try to
comprehend it we must trace, balance and understand
many lines of connection that are sometimes subject to
our control, and other times not.
To hope to understand our title questions
for this series we must view our last century as an
exercise in government by which we cannot help but be
disappointed.

“NEVER AGAIN”
No matter one’s age, this phrase, so often issued
and reissued by members of Congress, the media and
our diplomatic and defense establishments, is instantly
recognizable whether it refers to WWI (the War to
End All Wars), Pearl Harbor, 9/11 or the continuing
terrorist threats mostly posed and produced by
countries home to predominantly Muslim populations.

IN THIS ISSUE: We deal with our present foreign policy weakness in the Near East.
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE:

We will continue to comment on the Near East and on foreign relations
regarding Africa and the Orient.
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trench warfare of WWI. Air warfare,
too, commenced then, and has progressed
to our current nuclear armed missile
systems.
But are we safer ? Targets change
too, most notably the mass destruction of
the World Trade Center towers in 2001, and
we have been both fortunate and skillful
since then in thwarting some attacks and
apprehending the perpetrators of others.
Over all, our security enforcement and
detection record has been very good, as
there have been other efforts that cannot
be publicized without compromising
ongoing investigations.
The Detroit “shoe bomber” and the
9/11 conspirators created a new market
for jihad — civilian air transport vehicles
and facilities — in response to which
our politicians replied in predictable
unison, “NEVER AGAIN” — failing to take
into account (at least in their public
comments) the proliferation of targets
in our homeland and the growing ease and
stealth with which they can be attacked.
Will the next attack be directed at
an unguarded nuclear plant ? Or power
station or chemical plant ? Will it seek
to compromise our exposed electric grid?
To disrupt our communications systems
by EMP (electromagnetic pulse) ? To put
large populations at risk by medical or
chemical agents that can be spread by
touch or by air ?
“NEVER AGAIN” once stated is
already too late. The truth is that we
have a growing list of highly vulnerable
targets, and to offer even a modest degree
of protection for their infrastructure,
transportation and surveillance systems
would require the expenditure of many
billions of dollars.
The unwillingness of both our
government and our private sectors
to fund the defense of civilian targets
is in stark contrast to their seemingly
unlimited commitment to support and fund
military and other “defense” projects.
This is a contradiction that can
have only disastrous consequences. It is a
very clear example of how contradictions
can become so established as to transform
themselves into policy.
In addition to our port, plant and
power systems’ vulnerability we have the
most recent, and perhaps most difficult,
challenge in the vast cyber world occupied
and used simultaneously by individuals,
corporations and government entities.
Here, the technological, privacy and
detection concerns are so broad that they
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seem beyond Congressional attention. But
this is not a minor matter. It should be
publicized and addressed as the serious
and growing issue that it is, with roles,
costs and consequences identified and
opinion sought.
There is no shelter here for
Republicans or Democrats.
They are
blinded by ideology, self-interest and
polarization. Accordingly, they more than
others, should try to address “Who are
We? And Why Are We Not Who We Were?”

MARE NOSTRUM
This term, translated as “our
sea”, was used by the Romans to describe
what we have since come to call the
Mediterranean. It stretches east from
its narrow gateway at Gibraltar to its
terminus at the coast where Syria, Jordan,
Israel, Palestine and Lebanon engage in
seemingly endless conflict.
It was then, and remains still, a
mostly enclosed space for which in Roman
times there was only one source of access/
egress and to which the Suez Canal was
added in the 19th century. All of the
countries of the Mediterranean rim face
this body of water which has dominated the
trade, politics and warfare of southern
Europe and northern Africa from the
times of the Greco/Roman civilizations
until today. Trade was the commercial
lifeblood of the Mediterranean world
engaged in by the multiple nations whose
territories extended to its shores plus
those dedicated mariners Portugal and
Britain.
Religious warfare has been
constant in the near east (NE) for
centuries — Jews vs. Romans, Christian
vs. Romans and, commencing in the
seventh century, Islam vs. Christians and
Jews. As time passed and technology and
populations grew, these inter-religion
conflicts for spiritual superiority
expanded to include internal struggles
over dogma, jurisdiction and authority.
“Between the calls of faith and trade
there was never a shortage of
conflict in Mare Nostrum.”
In the eastern Mediterranean the Holy Land
has played host to religious warfare of one
kind or another for most of its existence.
As Islam’s Quran proclaims expansion by
conquest, when aggressive leaders have
appeared, they have led efforts to break
out of their Mediterranean origins and to

from the Atlantic Ocean to Egypt’s western border and
their religion was predominantly Muslim.
These states were remnants of the great
Ottoman empire with its capital at Constantinople that
had extended from Iran to the Atlantic Ocean at the
southwestern terminus of Morocco’s border. They
were ruled by local leaders who made annual tribute
payments to the Ottoman caliph; and their economic
model was a simple, but successful, one, as they
profited from their raids on commercial vessels that
entered their waters and at the same time received
“protection” payments from some European nations not
to attack their ships.
From 1785 when two American ships were
captured until 1815 when we signed a treaty that
provided security for our merchant ships from
attacks by Barbary pirates, we had to thread our way
through a maze of commercial, diplomatic and financial
confrontations with both European and North African
states. These ranged from comic opera to tragic, but
we were able to survive and endure, primarily because
Thomas Jefferson, as Secretary of State prior to his
presidency, convinced Congress that America needed to
build and deploy warships to protect its trade routes.

establish spiritual hegemony in Europe and Asia. This
has resulted in occasional pan-Islamic movements which
spread rapidly and brought conquests over Christians
and Mongols from Spain east to Russia’s Aral Sea and
from the tip of the Arabian peninsula north to Southern
France. The two furthest and most threatening of these
reached France (Tours) in 732 and just outside Vienna
in 1687. Between the calls of faith and trade there was
never a shortage of conflict in Mare Nostrum.
“Islam is an enormous
presence in our world !”
While the western world dominated the economic
and political headlines of the last three centuries,
Islamic faith and power continued to gradually expand.
Today it prevails in all of northern Africa south almost
to the equator; extends northeast through the NE to
Kazakhstan (Russia) and Sinkiang province (China); and
further east to include the highly populated, multiple
islands of Indonesia and the Philippines. Islam is an
enormous presence in our world !

THE NEW KID ON THE BLOCK

THEN AND NOW — 200 YEARS LATER

In the late eighteenth century, following our
Declaration of Independence (1776) and victory in our
Revolutionary War (1783), and before the writing of
our Constitution, the fledgling American nation found
itself with no money, formal government or navy with
which it could establish parity with the older, stronger
and established nations of Europe.
Having both agricultural and manufactured
products available for export, we sent a series of
unarmed trading vessels to the Mediterranean to
compete with those who had dominated its trade routes
for centuries.
Our efforts were understandably met with
less than gracious acceptance by the settled trading
community which attacked our ships and captured their
crews and cargoes. Ships could be reflagged, cargoes
could be sold and crews either impressed for forced
service or sold to rulers of North African countries as
slave labor.
This became an increasingly difficult commercial
and diplomatic problem for young America. Our wartime
benefactor, the Marquis de Lafayette, attempted to
provide assistance, but his efforts were marginalized
by powerful French commercial interests and over time
his political status was greatly diminished by France’s
revolution. Our efforts at the diplomatic level yielded
mostly conversational benefits which did not travel
well and generally failed to produce a meaningful
change of behavior at sea.
The newly born American nation faced its first
major foreign relations crisis. How to deal with the
pirates that operated from the four Barbary states of
the rim of North Africa — Morocco, Algiers, Tunis and
what was then known as Tripoli, but which we call Libya
today ? They stretched in an unbroken coastal line

Foreign relations among nations are unique
in some ways. The first is that, no matter how much
time, money and technology we apply to them, they can
reappear at some later time and circumstance in their
original, or nearly original form.
The second, which also applies to all parties, is
that new labels cannot conceal old wounds rooted in
tribal, cultural and ethnic histories.
And the third has been the failure of our
diplomatic and political endeavors to achieve a
meaningful practice of peace that can replace the
use of violence to settle disputes. Nowhere is this
more evident than in the field of communications
where technology’s compression of the time between
challenge and response robs both sides of a useful
element.
This, of course, can work both ways. In our
Barbary Coast negotiations one of our negotiators,
facing a claim for over a million dollars to free some
U.S. captives, replied that he would submit the demand
to Washington and return with an answer in six months.
Ship travel was slow, Congress was not in session for
most of the year and different points of view had to
be heard and resolved. Unfortunately, the slow pace,
which tended to cool tempers and moderate action,
worked against American prisoners who were treated
harshly by their Muslim captors. Unexpected by both
parties, some American captives found that their periods
of forced labor and incarceration extended to over ten
years during which time they were denied even the most
basic elements of clothing, shelter and nutrition and
were subjected to various forms of physical abuse and
torture.
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Two hundred years later, America finds itself
revisiting some of the same Mediterranean issues it
faced in its infancy. We are again engaged in conflict
with multiple Muslim populations — this time more
towards the East, but Libya has managed to bridge both
time periods and its north rim neighbors Morocco,
Algiers and Tunisia all have volatile Muslim populations
which have produced violent revolts in the last halfcentury.
The proximity of these peoples to the “soft
underbelly of Europe”1 has directed the greater
part of their population and religious force against
those nations that form the southern edge of Europe
and/or have had prior colonial possessions in Muslim
countries.
Looking at the North African and NE maps with
their many countries and borders, it is tempting to
recall Tip O’Neill’s pronouncement that “all politics is
local”2, but the boundaries drawn by the great powers
following WWI always lacked authenticity. They have
been mostly dysfunctional for two generations and
have now been blown away by the current warfare.
O’Neill’s comment fits a surprisingly broad
range of political circumstances, but the present
rise of Islamic terror is not one of them. Extremist
Islam is first, last and always a religious movement.
With little differentiation, it will eliminate whatever
political, cultural or religious forms it finds in its
way and will replace them with versions derived from
Islamic scripture, tradition and law. And we must bear
in mind that in the militant Muslim movement there are
no exceptions.
There is an eerie replay today of what took place
two centuries ago. The forces of the newly declared
Islamic State (IS), now raging through Syria and Iraq,
give the occupants of the areas they overrun a stark
choice — convert, flee or die.
*

*

and markets in Africa, India and Asia where land and
labor were both abundant and cheap.
In the process, territorial anomalies were
created, most notably, perhaps, tiny Belgium’s control
over one of Africa’s largest areas, formerly the
Belgian Congo, now the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. Although we mostly avoided the temptation,
we did emerge from the Spanish American War with the
Philippines and Puerto Rico in tow, and we furthered
the cause of world trade immensely by construction of
the Panama Canal.
*

*

Few things don’t change; most do, especially
our foreign relations ‘though there is one notable
exception — the Monroe Doctrine issued by President
James Monroe in 1823.
Even this early in our republic’s existence
the greater part of our economic, political and social
energy was focused on our western frontier and would
remain there until AZ achieved statehood (1912) and
WWI broke out in Europe in 1914. Following our War
of 1812 with England, the Monroe Doctrine served as a
“Beware of the Dog” sign posted on our Atlantic fence.
This move, which effectively proclaimed American
hegemony in our hemisphere, was a brave one. None of
the European powers knew what, if any, measures we
could or would take to enforce it, but it has survived
mostly unchallenged as a cornerstone of US foreign
relations into our present time.
Our protection from foreign intrusion was
aided by the 19th century’s explosion of colonial
expansion by the European powers. Pushed by trade
and industrialization, they sought resources, wealth
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*

*

Commencing immediately in the 20th century
our foreign relations world experienced some major
changes. In the later years of the 19th century
we had yielded to the attractions of global power
and had undertaken a vigorous naval construction
program which allowed Pres. T. Roosevelt to send
“our great white fleet” around the world to display
our credentials and leave our “calling card”. Our
message of global power and authority was strongly,
but peacefully, delivered and clearly understood.
Still early in the century, our role in WWI was
brief, but decisive, and expanded our global influence.
Prior to WWI, in 1913, a major financial development
had taken place at home that would alter our conduct
of foreign policy matters. We installed our income tax
which, while modest at first, would expand in its rate
and reach.
Before passage of this tax, our government had
been funded by tariffs levied against our trade imports.
As all countries engaged in this practice, foreign and
commercial relations were joined, and the imposition
or relaxation of tariffs was an accepted method of
expressing foreign policy direction.
They maintained their significant presence until
WWII and, indeed, one such tariff (i.e., Smoot-Hawley)
has been credited by some economists as bearing partial
responsibility for our Great Depression. With this in
mind, and the loss of economic and production assets
in many countries during WWII, postwar efforts were
made by the UN and by individual trading relationships
to reduce and/or eliminate tariffs and create an era
and aura of free trade. Substantial progress has been
made, but there are pockets of resistance around the
world where local politics, cultures and livelihoods
have prevailed.
Curiously, as weapons and their delivery
systems expand their destructive power, speed and
ease of delivery, economic sanctions and other trade
related methods may offer ways to bring foreign policy
back from the brink. The present confrontation with
Russia over its actions in Ukraine offers a clear view
of how discipline may be applied without resort to
arms. Europe’s commitment has been somewhat less
than ours and results are not immediate, but mounting
a strong, common effort might provide a useful test
of the power of concerted economic action to thwart
military/political aggression.

causes and challenges could attach themselves so
that the largely Muslim third world became a distinct
voting block on many matters. This was not “the hand”
we had envisioned, but was the one that we faced and
had to “play”.
During the course of founding and promoting
the UN, ringing rhetoric was used by both communist
and free world supporters which spread beyond the
confines of its chambers in NYC to many different parts
and people of the world.
We took our task seriously, but failed to exert
the full force of our postwar status in the writing
of the UN charter. We were intent on being seen as
unfailingly cooperative, magnanimous and democratic
in our dealings with other nations and, having “talked
the talk” at UN Plaza we also had to “walk the walk” in
our domestic policies.
With the combination of worldwide media,
military and marketing outreach undertaken by us at
the UN and through regional alliances, the boomerang
effect at home could not be avoided. Others took full
advantage of what our Constitution and Bill of rights
had promised to American citizens, and we honored
their claims, often without reason or responsibility, to
prove our credentials for world leadership at peace as
in war.
The trouble was we could not satisfy everyone
and we constructed for ourselves an impossible
argument designed to deliver unity at UN Plaza and
diversity for diversity’s sake within our own nation.
We chopped ourselves up into many and increasingly
smaller pieces, distorting our traditions and identities
with equal disregard. This could not have happened
in an earlier time, as it required the greatly extended
media reach made possible by 24 hour saturation
exposure to print, radio and television in the postwar
generation. It was through these instruments that
our political slicing and dicing was presented to our
people.

This, however, is a slow and less spectacular
way to forestall lawless efforts by one nation against
others. Not only does it lack the “punch” and media
coverage of violent methods, but it also invites
retaliation so that the economies and populations of
both sides are penalized.
There are other very significant societal
factors at work in our conduct of emerging 21st
century foreign relations that challenge us in ways
peculiar to our country. For most of its history,
through WWII and the 1950s, America was primarily
a homogeneous society. We had political differences
between Republicans/Democrats, blacks/whites, urban/
rural, industrial/agrarian interests, but these were
overshadowed by the unity created by the larger
national momentum that grew out of our 19th century
westward expansion, our participation in two World
Wars, the jubilation of the 1920s and the pain of the
Great Depression.
However, in response to the new political
and social forces that resulted from WWII, America
changed itself in concept and conscience and became
a very different place.
There were additional
forces, other than our internal ones, that pushed
us to new achievements, most notably the continuing
technological progress by which the world’s economies
were changed, wealth and comfort increased and lives
were transformed.
These were macro-forces that, once unleashed,
stirred global polictics without regard to local
preferences or ties to past practices and which, to its
credit, the UN has addressed with some success.
The latter has been one of the enigmas of our
time, a kind of Rubik’s cube of politics and diplomacy.
Created in the warm afterglow of the allied victory
in WWII, it was supposed to provide a democratic
framework within which peace could be nurtured and
enabled to survive. But instead, we found the powerful
Security Council almost evenly divided between
totalitarian and free ideologies and denied majority
rule by the exercise of its veto power.
The result was the Cold War — a long and
constant global confrontation between communism and
democracy fought mostly by proxy wars in undeveloped
countries and/or formerly colonial possessions
suddenly pushed to cast their lot with either Marxism
or democracy. The fruit that fell from this shaking of
colonial trees emerged as third world countries which
readily obtained UN membership.
This transformation had not been anticipated
at the time of the UN’s founding and both sides of the
Cold War conflict plied these new members with arms,
loans, trade and development programs to secure their
cooperation and votes in the General Assembly and
Security Council.
New states, it turned out, created new lines of
division. The great majority of them were located in
Africa, the NE and Southeast Asia where Islam was the
dominant religion. This reflection of Islam’s spiritual
dominance in the UN’s politics was not only unexpected
at its inception, but created fissures to which other

“By voice we courted unity abroad
while our actions discouraged it at home.”
The talk, of course, was of peace, but it was in
short supply. First, there was the Korean War; then
Vietnam, interventions in Honduras, Nicaragua, Grenada,
numerous proxy conflicts in Africa, and subsequent
varsity efforts in Iraq, Kuwait, Afghanistan and Libya.
There were 20th century voices who occasionally
referred to the postwar world as a Pax Americana, but
it didn’t always read that way. The irony is the same
in both the UN and our domestic politics. By voice we
courted unity abroad while our actions discouraged it
at home.
*

*

*

We have arrived at where we are as the result
of a combination of many accomplishments and mistakes.
Unfortunately, in history one doesn’t just cancel out
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nation to the world’s sole nuclear superpower and put
in place a strong contradiction that still plagues us.

the other. There are consequences, powerful ones,
that can linger for years, decades or centuries. They
have the power to unify or divide us, depending upon
how government perceives and responds to them.
An interesting example is found in our response
to the two greatest issues of our 19th century —
slavery and westward expansion. Each was difficult
in its own way and both had cultural, economic and
political elements. Slavery had such a cutting edge
that its divisiveness and perils increased with every
attempt to resolve it until war resulted just beyond
the mid-century date.
Quite to the contrary, we maintained our
western expansion throughout the full century readily
bestowing on it the status of national purpose. It
created instant bonds between all who participated,
those who settled in communities along the way, the
press whose function was to record the history being
made and the politicians who saw its celebration as a
way to add to their growth and power.
No understanding of what America is today is
possible without recognizing the magnetic power of our
western expansion to attract and gather together the
many aspects of our emerging national identity during
the bitterness of our Civil War and the Reconstruction
period that followed it.
This very real sense of national purpose
continued to form our character and influence our
domestic and foreign relations until we chose to
replace it in the mid-twentieth century’s postwar peace
exhilaration.
*

*

“. . . we are strongly and historically
unsuited by both the mood and language
of our Constitution.”
Given the war’s extensive decimation from
which only the western hemisphere was spared, it was
inevitable that we be assigned the role of the world’s
policeman. On one hand, powerful political, military
and economic constituencies, addicted to power at the
highest level, relished the opportunity to extend and
exercise their wartime authority in peacetime. But
another equally important segment of our population
saw this change in our culture as something to which
we are strongly and historically unsuited by both the
mood and language of our Constitution.
The end result was that throughout the
postwar period different administrations responded in
different ways to foreign relations crises. Over time,
our presidents and congress attempted to resolve this
dilemma by redefining the language relating to their
superpower choices and responsibilities, but such
tweaking at the edges could not resolve the differences
at the heart of this fundamental matter.
This contradiction led to serious consequences
for our government. Having brought the era of political
polling into full flower, our politicians increasingly
cast their votes with their deciding mechanisms tuned
to messages from three different sources — the voter,
the pollster and the lobbyist.

*

As always, technology was a key factor. WWI
introduced new weapons with destructive power that
could instantly destroy enemy equipment and personnel
on land or at sea. This was a major departure from
previous European wars and was followed, when the
dust had settled, by the culture shock of the collapse
of the Russian, Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian empires.
This process was magnified and repeated in WWII which
ended with America’s finger on the atomic trigger.
Looking ahead from the deck of the battleship
Missouri towards the century’s second half, nothing
would be the same. Governments had toppled, borders
had been erased, economies destroyed, colonies severed,
maps redrawn, ethnic/tribal conflicts unleashed and
the multiple monarchies built on marriage and heredity
that stretched from Vladivostok to Gibraltar had been
dealt a death blow.
The old order, with its elaborate theatre of
coronations, costumes, palaces, christenings, weddings
and funerals, was no more; it was dispatched by a war
that claimed 60 million lives, that enthroned selfdetermination and yet in reality often came to narrow
that choice to one between communism and democracy.
While America’s homeland was unscathed by
battle, its culture was changed almost as much as those
of its European allies. In the 1914-45 historical moment,
we changed from having become a newly powerful

THE (TOO?) NEAR EAST
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Successful foreign policy demands both force
and clarity, but even, as in the case of our invasion of
Iraq, they must also be joined by an element of truth
which was absent in the Bush-Rumsfeld-Rice-CheneyWolfowitz Neocon scenario. We are on full display
around the world and subject to scrutiny by the
ubiquitous media structure which we and others have
built and nourished. Others know much of what we do
and hope to do. Privacy is a remnant of the past.
Just as our foreign policy is now hampered by
hesitancy in our executive and legislative branches,
it also suffers from that other cultural legacy of
the postwar period — our transformation in full
view of the world from chief creditor to its largest
debtor. Our national debt of nearly $18 trillion is
another issue that deeply divides the American public.
It was established, legislated and embraced by every
president and congress from Reagan to the present
and has increased so much that neither political
party is able to formulate a repair program that
appears politically feasible. Debt begets debt, and
our borrowing mechanism seems to have become an
accepted and popular tool in the hands of our elected
representatives.
America has not always been financially
profligate; indeed, its early colonists were known for

their prudent and conscientious attention to public
spending, and even as recently as WWII we repaid our
then record wartime debt load within a decade. Today,
it is no secret to those with whom we must negotiate
that our policies and possible actions are limited by
our financial status. This is not a good position for us
to be in, but there is little chance that it will change.

Pakistan.
They were the the discovery of rich petroleum
sources and increasing global demand for oil; the WWII
occupations by both allied and axis forces with the
subsequent liberation of colonial holdings; and, in the
postwar world, the impact of mass communication and
marketing techniques.

“ . . . we cannot provide funds for all purposes
and we cannot be all things to all people. ”

“ . . . like everything else that passes
through the NE, (it) must pay a toll
of one kind or another.”

The postwar world has showered America with
almost unimaginable wealth and power which have
divided rather than united us. And until we can heal
these divisions, they will continue to have negative
consequences at home and abroad. Meanwhile we
must recognize that we cannot provide funds for all
purposes and we cannot be all things to all people.
Approximately two centuries after our first
foray into the world of Mediterranean trade and
diplomatic controversy we find ourselves in conflict
over many issues of political, cultural, spiritual,
economic, geographical and historical origin. But,
of course, while many of these problems go back for
hundreds of years (i.e., Islam) without change, our
circumstances have changed drastically.
These two recent domestic circumstances,
our uncontrolled spending/debt and the political
uncertainty posed by our deeply divided government
and electorate, require the president to cast a wary eye
over his shoulder to gauge his support and standing.
Today, our primary challenge and focus is in
the NE where every aspect of foreign policy plays out
daily. It can be argued that the Russia vs. Western
Europe crisis in the Ukraine is now of equal or greater
importance and, indeed, it may turn out that way. The
NE now “has everything” that headlines demand, but
the age-old Russian/European conflict is fueled and
ready to roll again with an even greater potential for
global destabilization.

*

*

The NE has for centuries been the gate through
which people or trade moving on land between Europe
and Asia had to pass. And for the last two centuries
since the construction of the Suez Canal most of the
world’s shipping also is routed through it. It is layered
over with cultures, and the remnants of cultures,
almost as numerous as its trade routes; and they, like
everything else that passes through the NE, must pay a
toll of one kind or another.
In the five hundred years from 1300 to the Age
of Enlightenment, as Europe struggled to establish
territorial, religious and political boundaries, there
were so many wars and combatants that they were often
assigned titles such as The Hundred Years War, The
Thirty Years War, etc.
This identification by their duration makes a
far stronger statement than using opponents’ names,
i.e., the Franco-Prussian War. It employs the dimension
of time in the same way that World War uses scope.
Timeline note: America’s first postwar military
venture in the NE involved our supplying native Afghans
with military advisors and equipment (notably surface
to air missiles) to use in their war with Russia in the
1980s. We have had a combat role in the NE for almost
thirty years now in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Kuwait
and have supplied weapons to many other countries
there.
Today, the imprint of our foreign policy, as
well as our culture and commerce, is inescapable. The
history of the region is one that future historians may
rightfully find hard to believe. It is packed with error,
deceit, arrogance and blindness by all involved.
And contradictions too numerous to list; for
instance, the Afghan “patriots” we armed to resist
Russia’s invasion later became Al-Qaeda and turned
our “Stinger” missiles against us to bring down our
helicopters as they had the Russians. This military
reversal cannot be separated from our foreign policy,
and it is, unfortunately, a recurring note, as we shall
see later.

*

With the demise of the Ottoman Empire following
WWI some kind of political order had to be applied to
the various economic, territorial, tribal, political
and religious elements that had co-existed under the
Ottoman caliphate.
In Versailles the victorious allies drew new
lines on old maps, mistakenly assuming the various
identities affected would adjust their lives, beliefs and
emotions accordingly.
It did not work that way. Many of the newly
formed countries were backwaters from which the
European powers were content to extract natural
resources with only minimal return to the local
economies.
Three forces over the century that
followed WWI combined to change large areas of Africa
and all of the NE extending north to Turkey and East to

“War looks big. Peace looks small.”
What do we face in the NE? What is our proper
role? And what should our policy be in order to
achieve reasonable national and regional objectives?
Is “reasonable” even possible? And “reasonable”
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to whom? Peace used to be “reasonable”, but recent
events stemming from the success of the IS armed
forces relegated peace to the background. War looks
big. Peace looks small.
What are we really dealing with in the NE? The
US has many tools in its kit and ways to use them. We
have diplomacy, commerce, technology, NATO, the EU,
industrial production, wealth, satellite surveillance
and seemingly unlimited intelligence capabilities,
some acknowledged and others not. This is an amazing
array of capabilities to be able to bring to bear on any
problem. Why have we failed? Why is our position and
the state of the region worse off than two, or five or
ten years ago. The answer is that we have not clearly
identified the underlying problem as being a religious
one upon which many of our tools may have only limited,
if any, effect.
From Casablanca on the west coast of North
Africa moving east to Karachi, close to the Pakistan/
India border, there are about twenty countries of
different shapes, sizes, languages, climates, tribes and
resources. They are all predominantly Muslim. The
eastern end of the Mediterranean is where East and
West, and water and land routes, meet. In and around
this area the great religions, empires and dynasties of
their day have risen and fallen.
Iraq has seen it all — from the beginnings of
agriculture to our world’s present dependence upon
petroleum. Throughout history Iraq and its neighbors
dealt with conflict on a continuing basis. Beneath
whatever appeared on the surface as the immediate cause,
there were certain to be deeper layers of difference
— ethnic, tribal, cultural, historical, political and the
ever present religious ones. It was into this hornet’s
nest of turmoil that G. W. Bush plunged America’s hand
by invading and occupying Iraq.
With one quick blow we loosened and/
or destroyed what few patterns of co-existence,
governance and stability existed there. And, as the
real relations in the NE do not follow the national
boundaries shown on maps, the consequence of our
poorly timed and conceived military intervention was
a political, social and ethnic descent into regional
chaos.
The religious issue, in the NE or elsewhere, is
one that generally defies resolution by outside forces.
The message delivered by diplomats and/or politicians
rarely resonates with life “on the street” or “in the
square” — especially with the spiritual life of ageold enemies. Of course, the diplomats are backed by
politicians, and political leaders by their military
forces, so that, if things don’t go as planned, they
can use military force to prove their point. This is a
fallacy in terms of contemporary foreign relations,
and especially as regards our own.
*

*

invasion of Iraq — commercial, security, political and,
of course, that we would be welcomed as liberators.
There turned out to be no truth in the latter and not
much more in the others. But they were all forcefully
presented and usually offered the benefit of a reward
to their backers.
Extremist Islam does not seek to negotiate an
outcome, but aims to apply the considerable force at
its disposal to expand its absolute political, spiritual
and social control. In any confrontation it frames the
issue in a variety of ways — national, tribal, ethnic,
political and, finally, religious. It is at this last, most
fundamental level where our diplomats, politicians and
military leaders are least effective for two reasons.
Their skills and experience are not derived from a
religious view of life, and even the idea of America
being involved in a religious war contradicts much of
our history and many of our values.
Somewhere between the West’s desire for
future peace in the NE and Islam’s inability to relinquish
its historic conflicts, both internal and external, and
given the consequences of our past actions, it has
fallen upon the US to play the role of Top Cop in the
region.
Although this is not the type of role we
anticipated when we invaded Iraq, and not one we enjoy
or look forward to, it now seems unavoidable.
*

*

*

We should make no mistake about the war
that now rages in Iraq and Syria between the Islamic
extremists of the IS and other groups both within and
without Islam.
We should recall that two centuries ago
captured American sailors were given the choice by
Tunisia’s Muslim ruler to convert to Islam, to flee or
to be executed. This is the same choice (“Convert, flee
or die”) that the IS soldiers now give to populations
in towns and cities in northern Iraq that are falling to
their control. Note that the first choice, “convert”,
is a religious one and the only one that offers any
continuity of life; “flee” means abandoning homes,
businesses, land, friends, education, church and
perhaps even family, and can also mean death. The
last choice, “die”, is not just an end to life, but one
conducted in brutal ways such as being beheaded,
hacked or buried alive. Gender or age exceptions are
not available.
In August the IS forces made rapid advances,
moving out from eastern Syria and across northern
Iraq. These forces are well supplied with arms, money
and fighters and can move quickly. They have proved
more than a match for the Iraqi troops we have armed
and trained. They have also infiltrated the Iraqi
military and can exert very effective psychological
pressure upon its members by threatening them with
the death or torture of their families.
One night in August a TV news program showed
pictures of our carrier-based F-18s launching missile
attacks and destroying a number of IS tanks and trucks.

*

TOP COP ?
There have been many arguments made for our
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A horrible moment followed when these vehicles were
identified as modern American equipment captured from
our Iraqi “partners” !

Syria is a classic example of conflict between
politics and policy in foreign relations. Our original
involvement stemmed from our opposition to the Hassad
regime and we encouraged local resistance groups to
take action. Our rhetoric not withstanding, however,
we limited our assistance by not providing effective
weapons at a time when they would have made a real
difference. This limitation was the result of the Obama
administration’s political aversion to being viewed as
reengaging in NE warfare.
The hostilities escalated; the IS forces inserted
themselves as opponents of both Hassad and the Free
Syrian Army; and the price and prospect of peace are
now out of sight as we commit to a new coalition and the
sustained use of our air power.
For political reasons we allowed a valuable
moment of policy achievement to slip by, but we are not
alone in our error. The IS leadership thought that
releasing the videos of American journalists’ execution
would serve their recruiting and PR programs, but
they have also served as a catalyst to create a strong,
unified American response. In this case it was publicity
that overcame policy — also a major foreign relations
error.
The Syrian anti-government forces did
surprisingly well considering their lack of arms and
training, but without a verified political force and
chain of command another vacuum began to take shape
and attract Al-Qaeda and other jihadists from the NE
and wider sources.
As charges of the use of chemical weapons
by both sides surfaced, BHO drew his red line in the
sand stating that any further use of these outlawed
substances would entail major consequences. When
evidence of further use became available, the result
was — nothing!
Apparently transfixed by his own political
image, the red line disappeared, the vacuum expanded
and the Muslim extremists joined the war, taking their
fight to both the government and the Syrian rebels,
but wreaking most havoc on the latter’s inadequately
financed, equipped and trained forces.
Within a few months the momentum of the
fighting for a Hassadless, free and representative
government was stalled. The rebels and the civilians in
the areas they held were shot or, even worse, disposed
of by public hangings, beheadings or other forms of
brutality.
Having seized this second vacuum, the jihadists
were able to quickly push eastward from Syria across
northern Iraq and to claim status as the Islamic
Caliphate — no more just a mobile fighting group,
but a political and military organization controlling
both territory and populations with a historical and
contemporary claim to statehood.
Fast forward to the present; where are we today ?
Having once declared Iraq as our diplomatic/political
center in the NE (and spent $800 million on our new
embassy there), it is clear that the tripartite Iraqi
state of Shiites, Sunnis and Kurds that we found and
destroyed can probably not be resurrected. The Kurds

“THE AMERICAN WAY”
This is a phrase that has been in use in our
country for some time, but with different meanings
at different times. The 21st century “American Way”
bears little resemblance to the ones of the 20th and
19th centuries that preceded it.
Is there such a thing as an “American Way” in
foreign relations? The answer, unfortunately, is “yes”
and it derives, like much else in our present culture,
from excess. It expresses itself most unsuccessfully
when we undertake, by invasion or peaceful means, to
alter the governments or futures of other countries.
We literally dump enormous amounts of money
into usually smaller and/or more primitive states.
We also load them with a variety of military, public
relations, political and economic “advisors” many of
whose primary function is to gather intelligence and
report back to various agencies in Washington.
The invariable problem with the money we press
upon these states is that it is without doubt the most
efficient way possible to encourage and increase local
corruption. Many of the countries where we come to
call already have traditions of corruption and can
immediately sniff out the kind of opportunities our
reckless infusions of dollars present.
The American president, whether Bush, Clinton,
Obama or someone else, with one eye on the polls does
not want to either take or reject decisive action for
which he might pay an unnecessary political price in
future elections. Ergo, layer the situation over with
money and look the other way. Iraq was a classical
example. Money disappeared like water in the sand and
quite a few Iraqi lifestyles improved very quickly.
But there was another, even more deadly, aspect
of the American Way on display there. In our attempt to
make Iraq over in more of our own image we destroyed
its military and political institutions, as well as its
infrastructure. What remained was a vacuum which
extremist Islamic groups were eager to fill. They fought
us, Shiites, Christians, Kurds, their fellow Sunnis.
They were small, but growing, relentless in purpose
and could attract money, arms and more jihadists from
both the Muslim and the western worlds.
Our next major foreign relations error and
second vacuum creation took place during the Obama
administration in the setting of the expanding Syrian
civil war. In the earliest days of the uprising against
Bashar al-Assad, when the rebels desperately needed
weapons, Obama, with eyes on the polls, promised
only non-lethal equipment (i.e., blankets, goggles,
flashlights, tents, etc.) to avoid any responsibility
for armed conflict. As world leader, had the US made
the case for a stronger position, other members of the
International Community (IC) would have been more
likely to follow.
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in the north have long wanted either significantly
more autonomy or outright independence. Shiite/Sunni
antagonisms are so entrenched in the region’s blood
and land that they will not be made to vanish instantly.
And the Sunnis have deep differences within their own
ranks as well as those with Shiites and Kurds.
Still a new government has been formed and
Iraq is a lead topic on the evening newscasts. The
question that lingers is “what will they expect/demand
of us and vice-versa ?”
It is this double question that lies at the heart of
our foreign relations failures in the NE and elsewhere.
Regardless of a wide variety of circumstances, we
expect our policy and interventions to completely alter
the politics and governments of countries we target
for change.
We expect them to dispose of their old ways and
structures; to discard tribal powers and practices of
long standing and replace them with representative
democratic government; to turn the desert’s political
landscape democratically green; and to water it with
frequent doses of modern capitalism.
The supposition is that, having achieved all
these things ourselves, they will work for others as
they have for us. In this we are wrong. In our country
we worked from a clean slate, a rich-in-resources,
sparsely inhabited continent upon which by dint of arms
and energy we could write history. No such slate exists
in the NE. Wherever we turn or dig, there is another,
older layer of religion, history, ethnicity or tribalism
with prior claims to recognition and existence. These
layers provide connecting tissue from one generation
to the next, somehow managing to gain strength in the
process. To dismiss them is folly.
There are a few areas that still exist today
where life is truly primitive — the Amazonian rain
forest, the interior desert of Australia, parts of Africa
and remote areas of the Southeast Asian archipelago.
As technology and population increase and resources
grow scarce, they may or may not survive; and whether
they do or don’t will not depend on democracy,
capitalism or the Internet.
“We must be more careful about
how and where we draw the line.”
Between them and us exist many societies of
different degrees of advancement and the ability to
participate in our 21st century. Too often our politics
and foreign policy attempt to decide which will succeed
and which will not. We must be more careful about how
and where we draw the line.
To put Iraq back together in a timely manner
and produce a representative, inclusive government
not given to the old ways of corruption and stealth
would be a Humpty-Dumpty act second to none. It is not
even an imaginable result of the forces now at work.
The avoidance of political and other forms of
power vacuums has been a constant diplomatic priority
since the earliest practice of statesmanship. It’s
a Diplomacy 101 No-No, and yet in the span of only a
few years, our foreign relations team (the Executive,
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State and Defense Depts.), with input when needed from
Treasury and our UN Ambassador, have created two
vacuums in what can reasonably be viewed as one of the
world’s most volatile and important regions.
On a day to day basis the NE simply has more
sources of conflict at work than anywhere else. To some
degree, these have been held in check or moderated by
a variety of constraints — legal, political, economic,
spiritual, tribal, commercial, military, social, cultural,
ethnic and even national. This web of ties, while not
successful in preventing war, probably has served to
prevent more war.
The vacuums we created in Iraq and Syria have
blown apart the fragile ties that restrained jihadists
and other sources of violence seeking power. We should
recall that IS did not exist when we invaded Iraq and
only came into being a year later in 2004. It was born
and nurtured, and has been able to expand, because of
the regional chaos we created. What kind of future can
we expect to play out from the present circumstances?
First, the IS forces have captured a wide swath
of territory from eastern Syria to the Kurdish area of
Iraq. These are not a bunch of bandits blowing through
town on camelback firing their rifles in the air as in
some “Arab western” movie. They are purposeful and
adept at using modern media and military techniques.
They employ a workable management model which
serves them equally well at the highest and lowest
levels of their structure from Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
to the smallest captured village. They do not care
about trust, public opinion or fairness; it is fear that
drives their marketing program. We have commenced
air strikes against them which should enable the Kurds
to hold fast and protect their land. But the jihadists
have tasted both blood and success; they have money
and weapons and are anxious to use them. They run
on the fuel of religious fervor and will not go away
unless they are destroyed.
And, next, in the process of inserting themselves
into the newly formed vacuums they have created a mass
of displaced, traumatized, fearful refugees separated
from all aspects of their former lives.
Accurate numbers are not easy to come by, but
estimates suggest that the homeless seeking refuge
from the war in Syria may now have reached three
million, and in Iraq one million3. In the south, some
of those fleeing Syria have found refuge in Jordan,
but for most the warfare in northern Syria and Iraq
determines that their nearest point of relief is the
Turkish border. Here too, refugee tent camps have
sprouted, but they are only a temporary solution,
struggling to provide even the basics of communal water
and sanitation facilities and irregular food deliveries
of mostly packaged items. Cooking on a portable stove
for a family often with four or more children does not
work well in camps originally designed to hold 1,500
people, but which have been expanded to ten times that
amount. These are fabric tents with sides that flop in
the wind and dirt floors. At best, they now provide
minimal shelter and the cold Turkish winter is coming
soon.
How will these millions of refugees be absorbed

into the economic, social and religious structures of
whatever host countries receive them ? How will funds
be generated to provide food, education, jobs and
health care in economies marked more by scarcity than
availability ? These are very difficult problems not
subject to local solutions. Migration is a major world
dilemma — with its numbers growing relentlessly.
How will the refugees from Syria & Iraq find assistance
when Europe and Africa are already overburdened and
threatened by numbers that only increase ?

India and north into Europe. It posed a major threat to
Europe,. and had not Christian forces held firm in France
and Austria, the history of European art, architecture,
law and life would have been unimaginably different.
Today we do not know what Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi,
the recently self-appointed Caliph of the IS, intends
in the way of expansion. Because he would likely be
opposed by fellow Sunnis in Saudi Arabia and Egypt in
the south, he is less likely to turn in that direction.
Looking north, we confront some very interesting and,
for the IS, perhaps compelling possibilities.
There, both Syria’s and Iraq’s northern borders
are contiguous to Turkey’s southern edge. Turkey and
its capital, Istanbul (formerly Constantinople), were
important Islamic centers in the times of the Seljuk
and Ottoman caliphates, but after WWI Kemal Attaturk
assumed its political leadership and embarked on
a broad program of secularization which greatly
reduced Islam’s status. His program was successful
in improving economic, social and political life for the
Turkish people and enabled Turkey to join the 20th
century while many of its Muslim neighbors continued
to exist in the tribal and nomadic patterns of the past.
Recently, consistent with the Islamic unrest
in Syria and Iraq, Turkish Muslims have called for
greater influence and religious recognition in the
affairs of their government, and we can be certain
that this process will be supported and inflamed by
the jihadists now fighting for control of the land on
Turkey’s southern border.
The big prize, as yet unmentioned and highly
improbable, would be the reversion of Turkey to an
Islamic state and a commanding Muslim presence in
Istanbul where East meets West, but Turkey has applied
for NATO membership which would be jeopardized by
any move towards a jihadist association.

“YOU ARE ALL A LOST GENERATION”
These words from Gertrude Stein to the young
Ernest Hemingway in post-WWI Paris were her way of
expressing how difficult a burden the war had imposed
upon the lives being lived after it by having destroyed
the cultural/historic continuity and connection so
essential to identity.
Similarly, there is now in the NE a whole
generation of children, combatants and civilians so
emotionally and psychologically scarred by the Syrian
war’s violence and the IS’s random brutality that
they are likely to become dysfunctional elements of
whatever society takes them in. Beneath their fixed,
vacant facial expressions their minds and souls have
been permanently branded with anger, fear and doubt
in terrifying amounts. They are ticking time bombs
which may fuel the next generation of violence.
Deprived of their human, economical and
physical ties to home and life, they are another “lost
generation”. Today, it is not unusual for medical
sources to comment that such trauma can respond to
therapy over time. But for the “walking dead” of the
Syrian/Iraqi hostilities there will be no therapy, no
counseling, no healing — only a lifetime of fear and
pain from the memories of sights and sounds so horrible
that they must either be repressed or released to
explode.
IS in its current form is in an early stage. It
has money, weapons and a seemingly steady supply
of fighters hundreds of which have been identified
as passport bearing residents of the UK and the US.
Its attacks, like its “justice”, make use of speed and
ruthlessness. Convert, flee or die, and make it quick!
Religion is the root that feeds the Islamic militants
24/7. They do not want argument, or discussion or
negotiation. They are warriors obeying their God’s
commands; and they are right ! If they prevail here on
earth, their fervor will be rewarded. If they don’t and
are killed in pressing their cause, they will be treated
in the afterlife with both martyrdom and earthly
pleasures.
History may be helpful. Muhammad launched
his campaign to expand Islam from its early center in
Mecca. Its success was rapid because Muslim fighting
forces moved quickly across the open desert spaces,
attacked towns and imposed Islam on their inhabitants.
There was little opposition and within the span of a
few hundred years Islam’s territory reached East to

“It lies at the center of the Russian,
European and African nexus.
It is the pivot of pivots.”
It shares borders with Syria, Iraq, Iran
and Russia; and it controls Russia’s access to the
Mediterranean and, through the Suez Canal, to East
Africa from Cairo to Cape Town and further east to the
Orient. Not surprisingly, it has been courted “with
money and song” by the west. It lies at the center of
the Russian, European and African nexus. It is the pivot
of pivots.
*
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*

*

The Gotterdammerung of the European
Monarchies and their hereditary power structure in
WWI created a political and cultural power vacuum
that touched on many aspects of European life and
which both Fascism and Communism fought to fill. In
the process, Europe and the world were exposed first
to Hitler’s and then Stalin’s evils. German or Russian,
evil is evil the world over, and that of the IS today

is more of the same with one highly important added
element — religion.
The IS recently took a major step when its
leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, declared himself Caliph
Ibrahim with authority over all Muslims. This claim
is not without some substance, as the IS fighters have
been able to obtain control of oil fields, banks and
military hardware, with much of the latter “made in the
USA”. And money is no object, as some estimates of IS
resources go as high as $2 billion.4
While al-Baghdadi’s claim to global Muslim
authority is overblown, it establishes him as a leader,
a person and, most importantly, a media focal point. To
the extent that he wishes he will be quoted, interviewed,
photographed, researched and tracked. Through his
announcement the IS gained a new and critical dimension
which it can employ both offensively and defensively. It
will enable him to attack his enemies and defend himself
from his critics which in our age of pervasive media are
invaluable weapons.
But it is not just the media as bully pulpit that
serves the IS. It’s leaders are highly skilled in the use
of the social media (Facebook, Twitter et al) that have
become the first language for many of our younger
generation. IS proponents are skilled at using this
online capability first to identify and then to persuade
and convert prospective jihadists. Once indoctrinated
and converted, a disaffected youth armed with religious
fervor becomes a powerful and positive force — for
jihad ! And it is not unusual in this process for jihad
to be presented as a form of redemption for past sins
or failures.
The free world, the great western democracies
of Europe and America, must now come face to face with
an extremely uncomfortable set of facts. The first is
that oil and the Suez Canal have reinvigorated Islam,
which is now a major economic/political, as well as
religious, presence in the world; and it is growing. The
higher the price of oil, the stronger Islam becomes.
The second is that “moderate” Islam has
seemed unable to rein in the violent and brutal means
of conquest and subjection practiced by its fellow
extreme Muslims. Its evening newscasts carry the same
images of beheadings, hangings, shooting and other
killing or torture techniques as ours do, but there has
been little response. Perhaps “moderate” Islam finds
itself trapped between faith and fear, knowing that
its extremist offshoot can eliminate moderate fellow
Muslims “who do not believe” almost as readily as it
does Christians and Jews. Retaliation is an increasingly
prominent fear as the Islamic presence expands.
We have cited the importance of “moderate”
Islam’s silence before and were recently (August)
encouraged to note that the highest Islamic authority
in Egypt, the Grand Mufti Shanki Allam, has called out
the IS for violating all Islamic principles and laws and
has declared it a threat to all Islam. Allam has a large
following outside of Egypt and made his comments
online. His is an extremely effective voice, and he
was joined by Egypt’s president, Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi,
who, in addressing an audience of newspaper editors,

accused the IS of attempting to “undermine Islam as
a belief” This shift is a very important and welcome
development.5
How will non-Islamic, democratic states react
to a growing jihadist presence ? On their borders? In
their cities or towns ? Calls for joint action under
treaties did not work with Hitler. Could we expect
them to do better today bearing in mind that coalitions
do not always reflect equal participation ?
There is a trap here in that whatever resistance
is directed against IS, will be seen by many as engaging
in a religious war. In the US, the waging, whether on the
ground or in the media, of any war seen as “religious”
is bound to bump up against some of our most basic
constitutional declarations.
We have created international institutions to
protect individual and communal rights — the EU, the
Court of Justice at the Hague and the UN, for example,
but they are unlikely to be of much use against a group
of armed jihadists in a public square giving orders to
“convert, flee or die”.
The IS forces are those now dominating
headlines and TV newscasts with multiple atrocities.
This global publicity mostly engenders condemnation,
but it provides status and attraction to many of the
disaffected who live on the fringes of their societies
and who are drawn to the IS vision of war in the name
of God.
IS is not the only extremist force within
greater Islam. On the international scale there is also
Al-Qaeda and the Taliban whose methods may differ
somewhat, but their goals are the same — the creation
of an absolute Islamic state under Sharia law. While
we have used IS as an example, the problem posed by
extreme Islam includes other groups.
And to further complicate the region’s
political situation, a new, even more ominous, note
has been added by announcements by Taliban forces in
Afghanistan and Al-Shabaab in Somalia that they might
find sufficient common cause with IS to join forces with
it in the imposition of Islamic Sharia Law throughout
the world by whatever means are necessary.
It is difficult to see how even a concerted
western military action might eliminate the problem. It
might ramp up the martyr count, although the supply of
new recruits seems constant after more than ten years
of engagement by us and other nations. Any real and
permanent resolution of Islamic power will require
forces from within its own structure.
Islam has a power vacuum at its top. There is no
one voice or person today that can speak authoritatively
for all Islam across the lines drawn by nations, tribes
and sects. This invites opportunists to attempt IS-like
power grabs whose chances of success have been aided
in the past by the reluctance of “moderate” Islam to
take action against them.
“Only Islam can move itself
to new directions.”
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This is a bad situation, bad for the region and
bad for its neighbors in Europe and Africa; and for
America, too. As Top Cop, many people expect us to
wave a nightstick and make things right. This cannot
and will not happen; for we are completely unsuited
to politically and religiously purify Islam village by
village. Only Islam can move itself to new directions.
Islam is based on the Quran, an almost 1,500
year old book authored by one man that proclaims a
religion based on his revelations from the archangel
Michael. An Islamic state with Sharia law must also
be committed to the commands of the Quran, ignoring
that time, technology, cultures and politics have all
undergone enormous change since its writing and that
governments and religions now function differently
And yet “moderate” Islam cannot dissociate
itself from its more violent cousin. Notice we say
“more”, as the violence even in “moderate” Islam
can reach corporal punishment levels that are
unconscionable by western standards — cutting off
hands, stonings, whippings, public executions, etc.
In Islam, there remain today many layers of
belief and behavior that support and separate the
faith in its passage through the modern world. One
particularly damaging form of insecurity is the
widespread confusion or lack of identity in its youth,
and especially its young males.
Identity is important as it is a product of both
genes and learning with the latter including lessons
learned in the classroom and those in our progress
through life that shape our thoughts, actions and
character. In the classroom, western students can
extract meaning from all the world’s recorded cultures
and books. The young Muslim has no such choice; he
is limited to the Islamic range of history and to its
source — the Quran which controls Islamic thought in
ways that fuse civil and religious authority. This is a
difficult concept in our contemporary civilization and
it is not surprising that it leads youthful seekers into
dangerous places.
Identity conflict comes easily in the NE’s
atmosphere of mixed and competing tribes, sects,
cultures, traditions and histories, often with the
result that young Islamic males can easily be drawn and
joined to extreme groups that establish personal power
through social violence; status through membership;
law through Sharia; fame through the media; and
spiritual salvation through the prophet Muhammad’s
writings. Presented as certainties, these promises can
radicalize the disaffected and uncertain.

*

*

to reveal sensitive or confidential initiatives, but
could serve to prevent the impression that our policy
is formed by the Dept. of State one day, the Dept. of
Defense the next and then our commercial private
sector. There is ample room for a president to leave
his imprint, but it should not be the over-the-shoulder,
eyes on the polls variety. No foreign policy is ever free
of political calculus, but nor should it be hostage to
it.
The problem is that policy is a product of our
political class and its formation is subject to few
restraints from sources outside government. Even
the media reports on important events tend to be
frustratingly vague regarding policy matters either
between us and our allies or those who oppose us.
In foreign relations allies are invaluable, and
we should make the case with ours in Europe that the
underlying problem in the NE is a religious one and
cannot be effectively dealt with by diplomatic, military
or political band-aids. This is worrisome for Spain,
France, Germany, Britain, Italy, Norway and Sweden
all of whom have increasing Muslim populations and
migrant problems.
In Belgium and the Netherlands the old
demographics are gone, and it is likely that their
traditional political orders will soon follow them.
Muslims there are at or near majority status and only
have to wait patiently until their Quran-mandated high
fertility rates enable them to change the composition
of their elective governments.
Each country in Europe has dealt with its
growing Muslim population (and its consequences)
somewhat differently, but not really successfully. As
time and fertility are on the Muslim side of this issue,
many politicians avoid it on the basis that Muslim
control may be inevitable in the future; in which case
it’s better not to cause severe political reactions now.
More beheadings are almost certain to
take place; and IS can be expected to increase its
attacks on American citizens or property at home or
abroad. Looking ahead, the remainder of the Obama
administration, and whatever presidency follows it,
will face serious foreign policy challenges. Hopefully,
we can respond more successfully than we have under
Presidents Clinton, Bush and Obama.

“Boots on the Ground”

*

Sensible foreign policy requires as clear a
view as possible of the conditions we face and what we
hope to accomplish. We should be able to articulate
these matters at least in a general way to which our
friends, foes and our own citizens can relate. Any
such statements would have to be general enough not
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This is a frequently repeated phrase of our
time, and also an artful dodge in describing our NE
involvement. It attempts to define our participation in
war as a matter of degree — i.e., lots of boots, we’re
at war; fewer, but unspecified, boots, we’re not at war.
This is a semantic distinction not available to those
who wear the boots.
Our presence in Iraq has included from
its beginning a body of advisors, trainers, special
operations groups, infiltrators, target co-ordinators,

END NOTES

and counter insurgency experts that we have deemed
necessary even after our main body of ground troops
was withdrawn.
As recently as last June, our advisory groups
numbered about 500; now they are fast approaching
2,0006 and are essential to the conduct of the modern,
sanitized, high technology air war which we have come
to rely on as best suited to deal with the most likely
number of global conflicts.
Cost is, of course, an important factor and one
which easily escapes our control. We poured many
millions of dollars into clothing, training and equipping
an Iraqi army that did not fight. We are approaching a
similar decision whether to spend $500 million to train
Syrian forces7 that we hope will be able to fight both
the IS and Assad forces. Do we double down ?
Semantics aside, we are at war and must face
the economic, political and constitutional issues at
home that inevitably arise.
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Winston Churchill used this phrase to describe Europe’s military
vulnerability in WWII. In recent years it has come to also refer
to the hordes of migrants from Africa and the NE seeking E.U.
residence.
While this statement is generally attributed to Tip O’Neill in 1980s
and served as the title of a book he co-authored, it appeared in
the Frederick, MD Daily News of 7/1/32 and prior to that in the
Washington Post in 1904; via Fred R. Shapiro, Yale Alumni Magazine,
July/August 2014
The News Hour, CPB 8/14
Civilized World must unite against . . . by Rabbi Sholom Ciment,
Palm Beach Post 8/18/14
Top Islamic authority in Egypt . . . by Sarah El Deeb, Associated
Press via Palm Beach Post 8/25/14
Congress must shut down . . . by William D Hartung. Palm Beach
Post 9/29/14
Ibid

EDITOR’S BIO

EPILOGUE

Mr. Ault is retired from business, a graduate of Yale
University, and the author of: A Retail Food Study (La Roche
& Co. NYC, NY 1957) which described the emergence and
growing dominance of the supermarket in American food
retailing; eminent disdain: the triumph of cynicism over
integrity in 21st century america. ; and who lost america?
can america’s democratic identity and government survive
our ethicial, political and economic failures?

Events in war create a time frame of their own.
We can look back at both the rapid mechanized advances
by the Allies and Nazis in WWII and the seemingly
endless stalemate of The Great War’s trench warfare
which, as different as they were, were “state of the
art” of their times. In the NE the IS ground forces
have been able to attack, consolidate and move again
at a pace we had not expected. In their wake, civilian
populations band together to try to salvage what they
can from the wreckage of their lives and property.
Every effort, every crisis is reported as part
of our contemporary 24/7 news cycle, sometimes so
promptly and frequently that they blend together and
create a blur in our minds that overwhelm our normal
sensors of conscience. Events, places, horrors, names,
numbers all combine in one mass that can defy memory
and our ability to make sense of them.
Except — there are two images that do not
blur. They stand alone ! They shock ! And they will
not go away ! They are the images of the IS masked
executioner, knife in hand, standing by the kneeling
journalist or aid worker he will soon dispatch. And the
other is that of our war planes destroying American
made tanks and other equipment captured from Iraqi
forces.
Each deals with a different aspect of the war in
which we are now certain to play a larger and longer
role. As painful as they are, each carries with it a
warning of unintended consequences from whatever
hostilities or peace process the future holds.

As year-end approaches many people
finalize their plans for charitable
donations. The CPC would appreciate
your consideration.

The Author’s most recent book, Who Lost
America?, deals with topics covered in MoC
issues 19 through 27. Both it and his first
volume, Eminent Disdain, are available from the
publisher authorhouse, at 888-280-7715 or at
authorhouse.com.

ECD 9/29/14
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